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Introduction & main aim 
  Porous ceramic structures like extruded monoliths, foams and combined micro-shapes have been tested during the last years as thermal absorbers in open volumetric solar receivers to be used in solar tower power plants. 
Incoming radiation 
 





Hot air exit flow 
 In order to have high efficiency, material structure parameters 
and coefficients (porosity, specific surface area, optical 
properties) must be optimized. 
 Numerical optimization has to be carried out for the designing 
procedure. 
 Due to the complexity of the structure, numerical simulation can 
be computationally heavy and slow  optimized numerical 
approach needed 
Scientific approach 
Comprehensive numerical tool: discrete models for effective properties evaluation + continuum-based numerical simulation for absorber performance evaluation 
Discrete numerical tool s- Effective properties evaluation 
Discrete representation of porous absorber unit element. 
























Inlet flow velocity [m/s] 
Sim. Result - Foam cell 76% por.
Dittus-Boelter correlation
Exp. Result - Foam cell 76% (Wu et al.)
Convective heat transfer analysis 
Effective parameter: Nusselt number 
 
Effective parameter: Extinction coefficient 
π2 
π1 
Radiative heat transfer analysis 
Continuum-based numerical tool – Absorber performance evaluation 
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Discrete Ordinates (DO) 
Ray-tracer (STRAL) 
Attenuation curve 
Channel depth [m] 
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Single channel  
Foam cell 
Cont.Model    Hoffsch.      Pitz-Paal 
Fluid outlet temperature [K] Efficiency 
Cont.Model     Hoffsch.       Pitz-Paal 
 Cont.Model         Experimental   Cont.Model           Experimental 
Fluid outlet temperature [K] Efficiency 
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* Different environmental conditions 
T volume distribution 
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T volume distribution 
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y(STRAL) = 0.9895 e 
-231.6x    y(DO) = 0.9923 e 
-220.1x 
(STRAL) = 231.6  [1/m]           (DO) = 220.1  [1/m]
 
Irradiation directions                       Extinction coefficient (ξ)           
Conclusions 
In the present work, a comprehensive numerical tool for the design and optimization of porous 
structures has been developed leading to a faster and computationally lighter complete numerical 
simulation. With the combined use of continuum and discrete approach, it is now possible to predict 
with a good approximation the thermodynamic performances of ceramic  absorbers and, 
furthermore, to optimize their shape in order to reduce the losses and to enhance the heat transfer 
efficiency in high temperature solar applications. 
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